MY MOTHER
A Memory

There are few things more wonderful than the power of memory. It surely must be accounted
one of the most striking capacities with which God has endowed man — this vital tenacity of the
mind which holds to subjects and things and creatures and places that away back in the past
have come into our lives and, bringing them through the years, makes them to be with us today
a living, impelling force.
Memory’s most precious feature to me is its ability to preserve the subject in its entirety. We
change and everything about us changes, with exception of this one faculty. Our homes change,
our cities change, our countries change, our handwriting changes, even our bodies change; our
straight shoulders become rounded, our brown hair becomes white, our round faces become
oval; but by the cunning artifice of memory, up come the features of the past — milestones of
thirty years back, forty years back, fifty years back — unaltered.
THE POWER OF MEMORY
They wear the same blue. They stand the same height. They are sheltered by the same green
branches. They pass in and out of the same gate. They speak to us in the same tone of voice by
the power of memory.
It is this way with the beautiful memory of my mother. The veil of intervening years is lifted by
the fingers of unforgotten things as I wander through the galleries of the past and again behold
my mother in varying scenes — making the years which have swept by since she left me but as
yesterday.
I see her holding spellbound great audiences, distinguished for their education and culture, by
her eloquent and faithful presentation of Gospel truths. I see her by my father's side, with her
exceptional intellectual resources, untangling knotty problems that confronted the movement in
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its early days. I see her in heated controversy, her beautiful eyes aflame with spiritual
understanding, as with logical and philosophical argument, based on the Word of God, she
confounds agnostic and unbeliever.
I see her in the light of the midnight lamp as she sits at her desk, her pen flying across the pages
of every phase of life, writing upon the heart of generations yet to come through her
imperishable books.
I see her standing in the doorway, while those who had come to her with faces shadowed with
sorrow pass out with faces illumined with smiles.
But the pictures which are the most fascinating to me, upon which my mental vision lingers the
longest, are where I see her simply and only as "My Mother."
That is a pretty picture where she stands before the kitchen table mixing the wholewheat bread
which to be without positively made our young hearts ache, her sweet face flushed by the heat
from the old-fashioned range, and merry as we told her no other fingers could make bread such
as hers.
Lovely, with an infinite preciousness, the sight of her laying aside her needlework (for my mother
could fashion anything, from a hat to a shoe) to make our young hearts glad by mingling her
laughter with our hilarity over the adventures of the day, and ti give her children her evening
blessing in prayer and song.
Then how inestimably sacred is the picture of her in her own room, in her favorite chair by the
window, renewing her spiritual vitality by the stream of living water that flows across the pages
of the Bible.
But when my mental vision brings before me the closing hours of her sojourn here, I do not see
the precious one fading from me in the damp dark mists of death. The chariot halts at her
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bedside, a light that is not from any rising or setting of any earthly suns transforms her suffering
features, and she passes in through wide-swung gates to the Home that is eternal.
On my late tour a gentleman expressed his views that there was no Heaven awaiting us in the
Great Beyond. I replied, "You could never so persuade me to think, for I saw my mother pass
in!"
So It is not to be wondered at that in the sorrows that have come to me this memory has brought
her to my side just as she always was — with her great heart of understanding sympathy — and
made her, though absent in the flesh, my dearest and nearest consolation. In temptation, her
words of warning, her assurances of God's abundant grace; her strong entreaties never to depart
from the highest and straightest path, voiced again in my heart, have been as a guiding star
through the journey of life. In sore perplexity, and when pressed by difficulty, her shining
example of clear wisdom has made light upon the shadowed way, and the memory of her deeds,
her advice given in my girlhood — even in childhood — which has come to me with but added
power because of years has been the monitor upon my way.
As I think upon her — her inestimable worth while she lived; her inestimable worth since she died
— I feel there are no words to express how great a blessing is a Christian mother, or how great
and choice a gift of God is this memory that brings into the midst of the struggle and weariness
of later life the sweet, pure days and ways of our earliest years.
IN LOVING MEMORY
I would like to appeal by the power of this memory to those who read these lines. The only fair
thing, and white thing, and tender thing in the lives of many, are these recollections which come
through twenty and thirty years gone by. They start up from the village, or the mill, or the wicketgate, or the schoolhouse, or the old farm, or the Scotch hill, or the fisherman's boat. They carry
us many years back. Our feet — a few sizes smaller — are traveling along the dust road of the
town or hamlet we lived in. We stand again in the Sabbath-school and join in the hymns we sang.
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We pass into the old schoolhouse. We sit on the bench our little legs dangled from and see
again the sun strike slanting rays across the room, lighting up the well worn spotted desks, with
their shabby inkwells, and showing clearly the white chalk marks on the blackboard. In those rays
we see again the faces of the older pupils — scattered now we know not where. And, shining
like a star of gold, we see mother! Mother, with her toils and her patience and her love and her
Bible and her prayers, and her dear sweet face and her soft silvery hair. Mother, who rocked our
cradle. Mother, who sat by us when we were sick. Mother, who mended our torn clothes. Mother,
who when we were wayward wept, and when we were repentant, forgave — no matter what we
had done, mother always forgave. Oh, my heart, how it throbs how it yearns. I can see her now
— the shade of her dress, the shape of her little hand, the wondrous angel eyes — and hear
again the tremor in the voice when she prayed, "Our dear loving Father, in Thy arms shield my
children from sin and harm and at last gather them with Thy flock into Thy great fold in Heaven!"
"One lamp, thy mother's love, amid the stars shall lift its pure flame changeless, and before the
throne of God burn throughout eternity."
(N.Y.W.C.)
(May 13, 1922, May 11, 1918, October 2, 1915)
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